Hey School Lunch Heroes,
Meet your new assistant!
 The secret weapon used by 350+ school districts nationwide. Whether you’ve been in School Nutrition for 10 minutes or 10 years, LunchAssist has tools to help you succeed. 
See How
[image: ]USDA-approved Training
Get Audit Ready

Hungry for more?Putting the PRO in Professional Standards.
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Perfect your PROgramming
Enjoy short, five-to-fifteen minute instructor-led videos that are quick, uplifting, and leave staff wanting more. LunchAssist PRO training is easy, accurate, and, dare we say… fun!?
Make your team PROud
Front-line staff asked, and LunchAssist answered the call! Reinvigorate your team’s love of learning with micro-trainings they can squeeze into a busy shift. Like Netflix but for school nutrition.


Compliance Confidence
	Training
	Tracking
	Tools
	Templates
	Resources

LunchAssist PRO helps directors become more efficient and effective leaders by keeping your program in compliance. You’ve got enough on your plate. We can assist.
See How

Welcome to the Future of Training 🎉

Document training for groups and individuals under one login. Use the compliant professional standards tracking tool to log all of your annual training, including in-person meetings. Even track substitutes and tech-shy staff! Save hours by eliminating old-school paper agendas and sign-in sheets. With one click, download compliant reports and the backup needed for your next AR.
Grab your aPROns
Sharpen your skills with USDA-approved training taught by school food pros. Bring on-demand culinary videos directly to your crew - exclusive to LunchAssist PRO featuring Brigaid.
PROtect your team
Burnt toast? No problem. Burned-out team? No thanks! When we invest in smarter systems, that creates a culture of growth and workforce development. LunchAssist PRO featuring Brigaid helps build stronger, safer teams that are better equipped to cook from scratch.
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PROmote equality
Promoting equity, diversity, and inclusion are at the core of who we are. Our mission is to create training where everyone feels seen, heard, and valued. School Lunch Heroes are multicultural and we want to reflect and celebrate that diversity in all that we do.
Go PRO
Short and sweet, “bite-sized” lessons keep busy kitchens moving forward with their goals. Game-changing resources save directors time and money. This intuitive software is 100% tailored to the needs of K-12 nutrition directors and staff.

Want to learn more?
We’d love to hear from you! Use our contact form to connect with the LunchAssist team. We’ll reply ASAP.
Contact us
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School Nutrition Squad
We are menu planners, chefs, RDs, school nutrition directors, and former State agency reviewers. We’ve been in your shoes and we’ve worked in school cafeterias. Our team of school nutrition nerds geeks out on translating complex topics into easy-to-understand training and resources. We’re passionate about school nutrition and a little obsessed with school lunch heroes (that’s Y-O-U!).
Meet the team







Verified Reviews


 PreviousI just wanted to give the LunchAssist team a huge THANK YOU. We were awarded 100% of our Equipment Grant, for a total max award of $100k this year. I know it's because I used your Cheat Sheet that we were awarded this much money!So thank you guys so much. The WPUSD team and our students appreciate it!
[image: ]Christina Lawson
Western Placer Unified School District





I'd like to thank your team for putting these tools together, and for the LunchAssist service. I have found the information/resources invaluable. I am grateful for all you/your team does to support CN Directors/Programs!
[image: ]Rachel Gekas
Millbrae School District





I love the sense of security LunchAssist provides, the cheat sheets and checklists help me know I'm not missing anything. LunchAssist also provides inspiration to keep pushing me to make my program better and better. I love your conversational/casual style, it's fun and engaging. I'd much rather read your documents than a Management Bulletin any day!
[image: ]Amy Haessly
Fallbrook Union School District





LunchAssist PRO is truly a lifesaving tool. LunchAssist has allowed me to save so much time with easy access to the resources I need and the explanations that would take me way longer to figure out by myself.
[image: ]Dre Maher
Nevada City School of the Arts





Thank you to the amazing team at LunchAssist.
[image: ]Chef Bethany Markee
Director of Child Nutrition, Orcutt Union School District





Working with LunchAssist this past year is one of the best decisions I have ever made. LunchAssist has been there every step of the way, keeping me on track and making sure I have everything completed. LunchAssist is like hiring an Assistant Director, but at a fraction of the cost.
[image: ]Judy Reynolds
Director of Student Nutrition, Fallbrook Union High School District





I hired a consultant... I tell people all of the time it is the best money I have ever spent as a Director. I am trying to work smarter not harder these days.
[image: ]Brian Chiarito
Director of Child Nutrition, Madera Unified School District





I love you guys. It feels so nice to have such practical support from an organization.
[image: ]Venessa Zajfen
Ojai Unified School District





Thank you for the tremendous service and care that Lunch Assist has provided over the past couple of years. I know many of us confidently use and recommend Lunch Assist as a reliable resource. Y’all have undoubtedly made yourselves an asset and a meaningful name in the school food community. 
[image: ]Holly Hungerford Cocking
Springs Charter Schools





I started 2 days before the world shut down for COVID and was not able to do any training with my predecessor or other directors  so your programs have been a lifesaver for me. Wanted to use the bootcamp to help me develop systems and best practices just for every day - and of course for that AR when it eventually comes. So far it's been fantastic for that!
[image: ]Jon Ott
Whitehall Central School District





LunchAssist has been an invaluable resource and I'm happy to renew annually.
[image: ]Chef Micha James
Monterey Peninsula Unified School District





I honestly can say I would not have gotten through the past 2 years without the support of Lunchassist. I feel blessed to be a part of this wonderful service that you so generously provide to us all. THANK YOU!
[image: ]Debbie Campbell
Yuba Environmental Science Charter Academy
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LunchAssist PRO
Featuring Brigaid
Access innovative tools, curated resources, short training videos, and practical strategies used by schools across the country.
Get started







          
        